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RUCUS - AN OVERVIEW

INTRODUCTION

There have been many attempts to apply computer

techniques to the bus scheduling problem. These attempts have

produced several notable successes, but many projects have

never been continued beyond the first enthusiastic stages.

Computerised schedUling represents a significant

new tool for the Operations and planning of bus properties.

While the particular computer package used is very important,

however, the SUccess or failure of computer scheduling appli

cation is far more dependent on the method of implementation.

RUCUS is a scheduling system that can be successfully implemen_

ted to provide acceptable and efficient bus scheduling operation.

There are several different positions from which
computer scheduling can be viewed. The bus operator wants a

product which will enable him to more efficiently achieve his

ectives. The software developer is interested in providing

best computer software possible to solve the bus schedul-.

situation. While the operator's main interest is in en

efficient day to day operations, the developer is more

in the problem Solving capabilities of his software

The third Position, and the viewpoint from which

is written, is that of the implementation organ-

The decision to implement a computer scheduling

be made for many and varied zeasons.. Once that

has been made, however, it is generally necessary to

outside service organisation. An advisory organ

is usually needed to provide the necessary expertise
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to bridge the gap between computer program and full scale bus

operations. The implementation organisation is interested in

computer software which can solve t,he problem, which can be

integrated into a total scheduling system and which is re

sponsive to the day to day operations and constraints of the

bus operator.

History of RUCUS Development

Over recent years there has been a tremendous

revival of interest in the needs of public transport. The

United States Urban Mass Transportation Administration initiated

a program in the lat,e 1960' 5 aimed at producing a series of

new and powerful tools to help the management of public trans

port and, in particular, bus transport. One of the important

elements of this program was RUCUS - a Run Cutting and Schedul

ing System.

The contract to develop RUCUS was awarded to the

MITRE Corporation, a software development organisation,

specialising in the development of transportation applications.

Numerous attempts have been made to computerise

various portions of the scheduling department activity. The

various computer programs have had different degrees of succesS

and, while some have been abandoned, some are in regular use.

Driver allocation has received the most attention

since driver's wages constitute a significant portion of the

operating budget in this labour-intensive industry. The

development of new headway sheets, as well as the structuring

of new vehicle schedules, have also received attention from

the computer and operation research community.
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During the operational testing~

between programmers and schedulers allowed

phase covered operational site

The site testing was directed

sizes greater than 200 vehicles.

The third

of the RUCUS package.

properties with fleet

Publicly owned - publicly operated

Publicly owned - management contractor

Privately owned - privately operated.

In order to implement the package under

types pf management conditions, several different p"oloe;tl

types were selected:

Table 1 lists the properties at

operationally tested, and which modules of the

were tested in each case.

The work of developing RUCUS was carried out

four phases" The first phase entailed a detailed review of

existing programs and procedures. In the second phase,

development and component testing were carried out.

phases were finished in late 1971.

MITRE developed the driver assignment program based

on a computer program operated by the Manhattan and Bronx

Surface Transit Operating Authority (MBSTOA).

The vehicle scheduling portion was developed from

a program for the optimal solution to tanker scheduling.

(Bellmore et aI, 1968; Bellmore et aI, 1971). The program
uses the Ford-Fulkerson "out-of~kilterll optimisation technique.

(Ford and Fulkerson, 1962).
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the weaknesses and difficulties of using RUCUS in the field.

Final site testing was finished early in 1973.

The final phase was a complete review of the RUCUS

l'''~n,Q"'', the incorpOI'ation of all revisions as suggested from

tests, and the development of suitable User documentation

implementation gUides. Once this was completed, RUCUS

officially handed Over to the Urban Mass Transit Adminis-

In JUly, 1973 RUCUS was released publicly. Through-,

the United States seminars and presentations were held to

the package to consUltants and public transport

By 1974 implementation had begun in San Diego

, Syracuse (New York), Fort Worth (Texas), and

(Oregon). In May 1974 the fUlly documented source
released.

A major step forward for RUCUS implementation

when the U.S. Federal Authoxities indicated that RUCUS

would be eligible for' capital funding. This

the impetus fbr' many other px'opexties to begin imple-
projects.

During 1974 and 1975 Los Angeles, Baltimore, Boston

received federal funding approval for RUCUS

It was not until March, 1975, however, that the

produced schedules were actually put into practice
system in Syracuse, New York.

Canadian properties have also shown considerable

In October 1974, the Toxonto Transit Commission be

project and, on the basis of the results
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are presently proceeding with a full conversion. In March

1976, the Queensway division began working RUCUS produced

schedules. These schedules show a fully verified 2 percent

saving over the old manual runouts. No timetables have been

altered and union representatives were consulted from the very

beginning of the demonstration project, ensuring a smooth and

acceptable implementation. Following a successful pilot appli

cation study for the Ottawa-Careleton system in June 1975, a

system wide implementation is presently underway. The cities

of Kitchener, Edmonton and Vancouver have also begun implemen
tation studies.

There is presently a tremendous amount of actiVity

using RUCUS. Over the next two years, twenty or more bus pro

perties will be using computerised schedules for normal day to

day operations.

BUS SCHEDULING

Nature of the Bus Scheduling Problem

The bus scheduling problem has several features

which make it different from the normal class of problems.

It is particularly difficult to find satisfactory solutions

to such a complex problem.

The fact that bus operations must work, and that

bus schedules are the basis on which d:rive:rs are paid, places

rigid demands upon scheduling.. Firstly, it must be accura-te-.

If the schedule is wrong, chaos will ensue on the street.

Drivers will react very quickly to errors or impossible

schedules.
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Timetable development

Vehicle schedule assignment

Driver run cutting

Roster assignment.

Data collection is carried out for new schedule

development or for schedule review.. In most prope:rties this

is a continual process. All lines in the system are checked

once or twice a year to ensure that the service supplied is

balanced with demand and that schedules are worked as planned.

Timetable development is rare for an established

system. Development consists of establishing the level of

service standards and the type of services to be offered.

Timetables represent the compromise between the supply of

service and the demand for ser'vice.. The whole cost and service

structure for a bus property is determined by the policies

that go into the building of timetables. Once the decision

has been made to operate a set of trips past particular points

with particular headways, the majority of costs for labour and
vehicles are fixed.

Vehicle scheduling is the assigning of a unique

bus to every scheduled trip in the system" The timetabling

and vehicle scheduling are rarely performed independently and

there is frequent feedback between the two processes to ensure

efficient timetables.

Vehicle scheduling techniques vary, some

have buses working single routes, while others have buses

working over the whole system. The ability to optimise

schedules can be directly related to the scheduling methods

used at a particular property. For instance, the scheduler

may use running times between two points which have built in
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factors to allow for even headways or maintenance of a

number of buses on the route, rather than specifically

layover time at the end of a route for these factors"

such cases, optimisation is more difficult"

Once vehicles schedules have been developed, the

phase is the assignment of drivers to each vehicle so

all the union and labour conditions of work are observed.

These conditions may be legal requirements or they may be un

ritten agreements between the union and the scheduling depart~

ment. Scheduling policies for assigning drivers differ markedly

and can directly relate to the optimisation possibilities with

computerised scheduling. There is usually feedback between

the vehicle and driver assignment phases.

The final phase is the st.ringing together of daily

pieces of work into legal and acceptable rosters of work. A

roster may be assigned to each driver for one, two or more

weeks. Rosters have built in days off and assignment of special

duties. Drivers may operate rotating rosters, or select work

on the basis of seniority.

There is an intimate relationship between the

number and type of trips scheduled, the number of buses and

vehicle hours needed, and the number of drivers and pay hours

of work. This relationship is stressed in order to put the

possibilities available with computerised scheduling in per

spective. If management is not willing to change the timetables

when implementing computerised scheduling, the maximum improve

ments possible are limited. The improvements possibly can only

come by reducing the difference between the revenue hours in

the timetables and the total of vehicle hours. Likewise the

drivers pay hours can never be reduced below the vehicle hours

operated. The difference between the revenue, vehicle and pay
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hOUIS is rarely more than five to fifteen percent" A reduction

of this difference by a few percent is the maximum that could

ever be expected given the timetable constraint a

The possibilities for change within bus properties

is often limited. Unions are extremely sensitive to any changes,

particularly if they are not consulted or do not understand the

reason for them. The pUblic will quite often react sharply if

changes are made to established travel patterns and levels of
service.

The scheduling department is often not structured

to be flexible to changes or even capable of any large scale

revisions. The daily work load of the department is normally

well defined, with a constant series of schedule adjustments,

reco:rd keeping, pay and driver calculations and public relations

work.

Management is often concerned to maintain stable

political conditions with the drivers, the public, the press

and pOliticians. The sheer needs of the day to day operation

often procludes the consideration of changes by management.

Why Introduce Computerised Scheduling?

Unfortunately, the answer to this question is not

simple. The advantages of introduct,ion are numerous and real.

The introduction of computerised scheduling, however, is seen

by bus operators as having some distinct problems and disadvan~

tages ..

Usually, there is disbelief that a computer system

will ever be able to handle the complex and varied details of

bus operations" This belief is reinforced by past experiences
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and failures. Related to this doubt is the belief that even

if a computer could produce acceptable results it would not

be cost effective" This is based on the belief that computers

not produce any better results, but will increase the

department operating costs.

F.t'equently, there is marked resistance to new

methods, particularly when they represent an unknown expertise,

and many advantages which are intangible. Public transport

has not been challenged to change for some time, money has

always been available to cover operating deficits.

Past implementation efforts by outside organisations
have frequently been totally inappropriate. There has been

insufficient knowledge of the industry and its particular

problems. Wholesale change and insensitivity to the constraints

bred discontent. Implementation has been attempted in

short time frames, with little or no involvement of schedule

per'sonnel, tIaining for continuation of the system or: setting

and documentation of procedures. The long term needs of
the bus property have not been fully considered.

However, I believe that most of these doubts are

unfounded. The RUCUS program, as has been demonstrated in

the u.S., can schedule for the day to day operations. In a

recent project demonstrating RUCUS, resl.,llts were achieved,

without changing the timetable or vehicle schedule, which

have saved the Toronto Transi.t Conunission between

$50,000 to $90,000 per year for one 200 bus division. These

results were completely acceptable to the unions. There was

increase in stt'aight crews, a :r::eduction in short pieces

an overall reduction in manpower. The results did not

or disturb any of the normal scheduling department
procedures. With timetables and vehicle schedules changed
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to balance passenger counts and conform to minimum level of

service policies, a saving of $300,000 to $450,000 per year

could have been achieved. The revised schedules were not fUlly

acceptable at that stage, but the results stimulated the

Commission to begin a reappraisal of schedules and policies.

There is a substantial benefit from RUCUS and other

schedUling systems in the cost savings. The cost savings will

more than justify implementing the system. Schedule department

size will not increase and, with a proper and timely implemen_

tation program, the RUCUS system and its operating procedures
can be operated by the existing staff.

The greatest advantages from implementation,

however, are related to benefits that can be obtained outside

the pure scheduling operation. Some of these are:

Reduction in tedious schedule department work,

greater exploitation of scheduleI' skills and

x'eduction in the reliance on anyone particulaI:'
scheduleI' and his knowledge.

Greater speed and fleXibility in schedule

development, updatirtg and distribution.

Capability to quickly evaluate the impact of

work agreement rule changes and to assess the

cost implications of new service and policy
proposals.

Availability of a powerful management infor

mation data base for application in a variety

of related functions such as cost effectiveness

analysis of routes, pUblic information and time-
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Some of

It must be possible for new programs to be

incorporated into the system.. One scheduling

function must be able to operat.e independently

of others.

All programs must use the same files. This

allows different inputs, programs, and even

computers to all work within the system.. A

comprehensive data base will provide the build

ing block for multiple functions, even outside

of scheduling.

Dat,a Base Oriented

Complete Capabilities Provided

The system must be set up to provide scheduling

assistance for all phases of the scheduling

departments work. Not all phases may be used,

but the hamework and logic must be established

for long term development.. This ensur'8S com

patibility between data and the system function

and establishes a system organisation around

which future scheduling can be oriented ..

Computer scheduling syst.ems must conform

several basic criteria if they are to be acceptable"

the more important criteria are presented below:

Scheduling System Criteria

lation using RUCUS type tools are absolutely n~essary.
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It does not provide for roster development.

Modular

RUCUS is modular, and each phase can be

ope:rated independently.. Existing driver

assignments, vehicle assignments or timetables

can be fed into the package with Only a single

module used.. This type of application has

been common for demonstrating the driver assign

ment module.

Data Base Oriented

Four basic file structures provide all RUCUS

data.. This dat.a is selectively read by each

program to obtain the data which is necessary

for its operation. In addition, the RUCUS

files provide an interface to other systems.

The service inventory and maintenance system

SIMS, the payroll and management package

TRANSMAN and the urban transport planning

system UTPS can all communicate to and from

RUCUS via its data base system.

Available and Easy to use

RUCUS is completely available to anyone from

the United States Urban Mass Transport.ation

Administration. The system is fully documented,

with special manuals outlining implementation

procedures, driver assignment logic and vehicle

assignment operations.
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used in the driver assignment module.

Data Definitions

The overwhelming problem in computerised bus

scheduling is the enormous amounts of data needed to fully

describe the system. The amount of data needed cannot be

varied greatly if a complete scheduling system is going to

be implemented. The most onerous task is always the conversion

of this data to the RUCUS data base.

The data must unambiguously describe the workings

of the system. The minimum data needed are a location and

time for the start of every trip and an end location and time.

If it is important to identify intermediate points, such as

branch points, cutback locations and driver relief points,

locations and times must also be given for these points.. If

existing vehicle and dIiver assignments are to be included,

the vehicle garage location, vehicle numbers and driver numbers

must also be coded. Additional information which must be in

cluded are the length of trip, type of trip (e.g. Saturday,

Sunday or Weekday) and the line, route and division codes.

RUCUS has five levels of data hierarchy:

Division. The service area is divided into

broad groups of lines. In general, all lines

in one division will be operated out of a

single garage.

Line. A set of trips not all with the same

terminii or routes, but with sufficient common

overlap that the trips can be considered as

a logical data unit.
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The driver assignment references a£ile containing

the allowed travel times between relief points ..

The system contains many programmes to help in the

building and maintenance of these files. Several programs

produce printed coding sheets especially formatted for direct

data input.

One of the major developments since the release

of RUCUS has been in the area of improving the data entry capa

bility. One-line editing, floppy disk data communication and

generalised conversion programs for data already in coded form

are some of these developments.

Schedule Development and Analysi~

The objective of schedule building is to schedule

trips so that the headway varies with passenger demand through

out the day, subject to policy service levels and the need to

be as economical as possible with buses.

All RUCUS schedule building and analysis works

with a matrix structure.. Each column represents a single

point and each row represents a time interval.. Thus the day

is divided into a definite number of time intervals.

The configuration of a line and feasible routes

which can be followed on that line are described. Thus, if a

trip is deemed to be necessary at point A then that trip must

follow one of the feasible routes to the other end of the line,

even though that trip may not be needed at other locations

along the route.

For any node in the system, policy headways can be

defined for intervals of the day.. Similarly, special demands

t

t
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for updating the old schedule file.

Vehicle Assignment

The basic input to this phase consists of the

schedules to be assigned together with the matrix of infor

mation for travel t,imes between terminii. The program bperates

in two steps. The first step consists of the vehicle optimi

sation when operated from a single garage per line.

The second step consist,s of the examiantion of

this solution so that adjustments can be made to improve the

driver assignment and to allow for multiple garages per line ..

Four times can be specified to control the exam

ination of vehicle assignments.. Minimum and rnaximl,lITl bus times

can be nominated. Similarly two times can be specified be

tween which a bus total time cannot occur. For instance, vehicle

times between five and six hours may be very hard for efficient

driver scheduling and an attempt can be made to eliminate

vehicle times of those lengths.

Normally, a line is served by buses out of a

garage, but in the case of multi-garage-lines a special rou

tine is used to optimise the split bet,ween the two or more

garages.

The objectives of the optimisation algorithm is to

minimise a cost function subject to constraints. The

that can be imposed are a maximum number of buses and restric

tion on bus movements between certain pairs of lines and

terrninii. The cost function is comprised of the following:

a benefit for each trip which can be varied for

each service, line, trip or division;
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Driver Assignments

The input to the program is the set of times at

which each bus passes a valid driver relief point. and a usel:'

coded subroutine which includes all the work rules for con

trolling assignment. The vehicle data comes hom the data

base or is input directly, possible from a manual vehicle

schedule.

The process is heuristic, following eight levels

of possible optimisation. Execution can be stopped at any

level. Details of the process are described in two MITRE

documents (MITRE, 1974(a); MITRE, 1974(b».

Since the program was released, however, numerous

improvements and changes have been incorporated. Changes have

been made to suit the needs of particular properties and to

improve the logic, user control, out.put reports and cost

penalties used in processing.

The program can be recycled using a previous run

as input. A large range of parameters is available for test

ing alternative work rules constraints without changes to the

user coded subroutine.

The program was developed from an existing driver

assignment package, and has been enhanced to impl:'ove flow and

output. The results to date have been excellent. In all

manual results can be matched or bettered, and be acceptable

to the bus operation.

The prime task with the program is to fine tune

the parameters and the work rule subroutine until the right

conditions are found for the particular property.
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It is anticipated that, with the continuing work
several large implementation projects in the United States,

improvements and additions will continue to be

, not just to the driver module, but to the whole system.

IMPLEMENTATION APPROACH

The need for a careful and structured implementation
been stl'essed. The needs and phasing of implementation

depend on the prevailing conditions at the particular bus

Despite this, however, certain key elements are
in any approach.

The objectives for the implementation must be

defined beforehand with consultation between manage
I schedule department, union representatives and the im

organisation. One intent normally is to provide

cost-effective and time-responsive means for executing

scheduling function. Cost'-effectiveness is not construed

in terms of substanti.al cost savings, but also in more

manpower utilization. The Toronto approach of

large operating cost savings, in order to preserve

operating practices (at least for the short term

, with accompanying improvements in Scheduling Depart
work allocations, represents a practical, though less

ar·arr.at'~c, strategy. Thus, once a clear but practical set of

ectives have been agreed to, the framework has been estab

for an ordered and structured project. The objectives
be modified and expanded as work proceeds but, without

initial framework, project performance cannot be related
an end product.
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The normal implementation approach will follow
four phases:

System Study and Planning

RUCUS Evaluation and Schedule Conversions
System Development

Integration Study and Training

System Study and Planning Phase

The objective of this phase is to ensure that the

implementation team have a thorough and detailed understanding

of the current scheduling practices and are aware of the

characteristics of the pUblic transport system which will affect

RUCUS.. Several tasks will be necessary.. The first will be a

thorough system review and documentation of all present pro

cedures and logic. The second task is the definition of the

bus system in RUCUS/Computer system terms. This task must

consider possible trade-effs between different representations.

For instance, there is a difference in whether intersect,ions

aze considered as one or two nodes. Future g,rowth and the

need to maintain flexibility are the chief considerations.

Two key documents will result from this phase. The Technical

Project Report will identify the technical strategy for the

project and reflect the results of the two tasks. It will

serve as a manual for the project team" The Project Plan will

establish in detail the activities to be performed in the im
plementation.

RUCUS Evaluation and Schedule Conversion

The primary objective of the evaluation phase is

to deteImine the nature and extent of limitations in the

system as they apply to the bus operators.. This phase can be
split into several tasks.
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be developed a For instance, the financial analysis of lines

using count and fare input data may be contemplated.

Integration_Study and Training Phase

The integration study will consider the hardware

requirements, the organization structure and t,he personnel

responsibilities necessary for a smooth and controlled operation

with the scheduling system.. Procedures must be established

to ensure data integrity and control. Responsibilities must

be defined so that proper and effient use is made of the

total system. Training is one of the most significant tasks

for any implementation. A close working Ielationship between

bus property staff and the implementation team will ensure

"on the job" training. Formal classes will be necessary for

both scheduling and computer system support personnel.. A

Systems Manual would be produced for maintaining the computer

system, and a UseI"S Manual produced for' schedulers I use ..

Apprecia:!:ion

As with any use of computers, the GIGO principle

applies.. Careful data preparation is essential" Also, a

critical appraisal of results is imperative.. No bus property

can ever expect to produce all of its schedules and assignments

by computer processes. Manual intervention will always be re
quired.

Computer scheduling can, however, eliminate the

tedious tasks, leaving the experienced scheduler to handle the

difficult assignments and, more importantly, to exercise his

mind on innovative solutions to scheduling problems. Of course

RUCUS would be available for him to test his sOlutions.
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Table 1

RUCUS PILOT APPLICATION SUMMARY

Vehicle DriverTransit Data Scnedule Assign- Assign-Property Division Trips Veni.c.le,s D.rive,r,s Module Module ment rnent

Akron All 800 38 56 x x x C;

Baltimore Eastern 2800 180 300 "Jx x x x .
3300 "JD.C. Western 360 500 x x x X C'"Transit & South- ro

I-'eastern 0.

San Diego All 1700 225 400 x x x

Vancouver Oakridge - - 525 x x




